San Francisco
Project Designer, Position Open
Studio- MLA is seeking for a Project Designer, with 5-6 years of experience.
Mia Lehrer + Associates (MLA) is now Studio-MLA. Putting studio first, our new
name celebrates our growth, diversity and our entire talented team. Founder and
president Mia Lehrer continues to lead the studio in designing and advocating for
landscapes that inspire human connection, cultural expression, and reverence for
nature through landscape architecture, urbanism, and planning.
We believe in the transformative power of landscape design to enhance the
livability of urban environments, connect people to natural systems, and create
meaningful spaces for recreation, reflection and exploration. Our continued
allegiance is to address complex urban issues with creativity, pragmatism and
responsibility.
Studio-MLA of San Francisco has some incredible and exciting projects on the
boards. The firm applies a comprehensive and intensely creative approach to all
projects, which vary in scale from large urban projects that engage community
members and stakeholders to institutional buildings where collaboration and
coordination of architecture and site are the primary objective. Project work will
vary but will include large infrastructure projects and projects addressing
environmental issues that require interfacing with multi-disciplinary teams.
The Project Designer will support the project production in completing all phases
landscape architectural projects developing conceptual design, schematic design,
design development and construction document drawing packages.
Candidates must have project design and construction documentation skills and
be knowledgeable of construction materials, details, methods and standards. Will
prepare computer generated CAD documentation, illustrative graphics and
presentation material. Attention to detail, consistency and completeness are
important. Must possess strong verbal and written communication skills. Ability
to meet deadlines, respond to timely project delivery and work effectively with
minimal supervision is also required. Strong visualization skills, and ability to
work and design three dimensionally using programs such as Rhino, V-Ray, Lumion
and Sketch Up and other programs including InDesign, Illustrator. Revit is a plus.
Must have deep knowledge of Autocad and working knowledge of Microsoft Office.
Experience with LandFx recommended but not required.
Please send resume and portfolio to Patricia Akinaga: patricia@studio-mla.com.

